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Kinespirit Riverside
214 W 85th St, Lower Level 
NY, NY, 10024
www.kinespirit.com

For more information:
Sarah
sarah@kinespirit.com

Monday, June 10, 2019

Seeking Pilates Instructor for Early Mornings (UWS)

Company: Kinespirit Riverside
Location: NY, NY
Compensation: Competitive, based on experience

 

We are a well-established fitness studio brand on the Upper West Side, looking to add a fully certified pilates instructor to our team who is
dedicated to our community and our clients. 

REQUIRED AVAILABILITY: 6am-9am most weekdays

Here's who we are:
Kinespirit mission - To bring the Gyrotonic Expansion System®, Pilates, and other therapeutic and/or fitness systems to the public at large. To
improve our clients’ physical and mental health. To create a positive, productive, and nurturing environment for personal growth and education
for both clients and staff.

Here's who we're looking for:
-Fully certified pilates instructor (mat and apparatus)
-Welcoming to all clients who walk in the studio
-Can think on their feet and quickly problem solve
-On time and very on top of their schedule
-Has professional liability insurance

This role is a part-time position with the ability to add additional hours of your choice. The ideal candidate will be available from 6-9am on
most weekdays. Trainers are hired as employees rather than independent contractors. The front desk/admin team handles all scheduling
needs for the clients and any time off requests for trainers. If this sounds like the job for you, we definitely want to hear from you! We'll be
accepting resumes through Friday, June 14th. Please reply to this posting with a short cover letter in the body of your email, and your resume
attached in PDF or MS Word format. All inquires can be sent to sarah@kinespirit.com. Make sure to INCLUDE YOUR AVAILABILITY, and
please include "Pilates Instructor" in the subject. Thanks!

No phone calls please. 
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